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LETS START FROM THE 
BEGINNING

So... it’s really, really happening! If you’re reading this, it 
probably means that you’re planning for the most epic day of 

your life this far. There is seriously no bigger compliment I 
could recieve than a couple trusting me to capture their love 

story. But first thing’s first. We have to make sure we’re a good 
fit, right?! I want to be more than just one of your vendors. I 
want to know everything about you two! I want you to both 

feel as comfortable with me as you would just chilling with feel as comfortable with me as you would just chilling with 
your besties. So what does all of this entail?

It means I want to get to know you and your boo and 
everything that makes you two special. Why? So that I can 

take those feelings and engrave your deepest, authentic 
personalities into each photo. I want to document every 

imperfectly perfect moment. The moments that you’re there 
for and the ones you might miss. I want to capture that 

moment you glance at each other across the isle , your mom 
or dad trying to hide that single tear they knew was going to or dad trying to hide that single tear they knew was going to 

sneak out, the flower girl hopped up on too many sugar 
cookies flailing petals everywhere, your crazy windblown hair 

as you nervously read your vows to eachother. I want to 
capture everything. The really big moments and also the little 

ones. 

My biggest priority is to make you to feel like by the end of this 
crazy adventure, that you can trust me like a best friend. That 
you can trust me with capturing every special moment of your 
love story and everything in between. Thank you so much for 

thinking of me to document your wildest adventure. Now 
enough of me being sappy-



Frequently Asked 
Questions

HOW MANY PHOTOS WILL I RECIEVE?

FFor weddings, I deliver a minimum of 400 photos. For sessions, the 
minimum is 50 photos. My mission for every session and wedding is to 
get you as many beautiful, high quality photos as I can. I do not 
regulate a maximum amount you can recieve, and I assure you that I 
will never leave anything out! All weddings & sessions are so unique, so 
the numbers are always changing.

DO YOU GIVE OUT RAW FILES?

TThe simple answer is no. I know it can seem like something you may 
think you want, but a photographers raw photos are only half of the 
artistic process. Without that essential editing magic, I’d be sending 
you my unfinished project. I promise to never leave any photos out! If 
you feel like there was a particular moment that I missed-just ask! I’m 
more than happy to go back through my images & add it to the 
collection. I will never let you miss out on any memories!



-8 hours of  coverage
-online photo gallery
-digital downloads
-couples session
-second shooter
-Milkbook Wedding album

-6 hours of  coverage
-online photo gallery
-digital downloads
-20 guest minimum

-8 hours of  coverage
-online photo gallery
-digital downloads

-2 hours of  coverage
-online photo gallery
-2 outfits
-2 locations within 15 
mile radius

$3,000 $2,200 $1,800 $450

TRAVEL FEES:
No travel fees for any location up to 30 miles 
from Oakland, CA

additional $1 per mile added after the 30 mile 
radius






